For a large class of robustness problems with uncertain pa.rameter vector q confined to a box Q, there are many papers providing results along the following lines: The desired performance specification is robustly satisfied for all q E Q if and only if it is satisfied at each vert8ex pi of Q. Since the number of vertices of Q explodes combinatorically with the dimension of q , the computation associated with the implementation of such results is often intractable. The main point of this paper is to introduce a new approach to such problems. To this end, the definition of approximate feasibility is introduced, and the theory which follows from this definition is vertex-free.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider robustness problems for systems described in terms of a design vector E E X C R" and a real uncertain parameter vector q E Q c Re, where Q is a box. For such systems, the objective is to select E E X such that a given cont,inuous performance specification f (XV q ) I 0 is satisfied for all q E Q. When such a design vector 2 exists, the triple ( f , X, Q) is said to be robustly feaszble.
For the case when a design vector x E X exists leading to strict inequality, this triple is said to be strzctly robustly feaszble. Equivalently, there exists some U > 0 such that .f(e,q) I -U for all q E Q. There are a large number of papers in the literature with robust feasibility formulations which fit into this framework; e.g., see [1]-[5] . Later in this section, we provide three examples illustrating how this formulation arises.
Vertexization:
In many papers, it is shown that the robust satisfaction of f (x, q ) 5 0 is guaranteed if an only if f ( z , q 2 ) 5 0 for each of the vertices q* of the !!-dimensional box Q. Henceforth, we use the word vertezization to describe a large number of such results in this literahre. The takeoff point for this paper is t,he fact that as the dimension P of q increases, t,he number of vertices, N = 2', undergoes a so-called cornbinatoric explosion. Consequently, t,he computational requirements associated with a vert,esizat,ion result may be excessive. One well-known example illustrating this situation involves the failure of Matlab's LMI t,oolbos which can result; i.e., for a linear matrix inequality (LMI) involving even a modest number of uiicert,aiii parameters, the vertexization which is typica.lly used can 1ea.d to a computational burden which cannot. be handled with the existing code; e.g., see [4] for further discussion of this issue.
Approximate Feasibility:
The nmin object.ive of this paper is to describe a new approach to robust design problems which is aimed at, overcoming the t,ype of computat.iona1 intractability problems described above. Central to this new approach is the notmion of approsimate fectsibility. This new concept, introduced in [Y] in t,he restricted context of an LMI, involves softening the robustness formulation so as to allow an arbitrarily small volume E > 0 of performance violation in t,he space of uncertain parameters. After formalizat,ion of the theoretical framework, it is seen that t,he approximate feasibility problem lends itself t,o a vertes-free solution. This avoidance of the vertex coinbinat,orics is a main focal point of t,his paper.
Overview of Paper:
In Section 2, to further 1110-tivate the theory to follow, we provide three examples of well-known robustness problems which all have t,he vertexization property discussed above. In Section 3. the formal definition of approximate feasibility is given and concepts are illustrated via simple example. Section 4 is devoted to the notion of "1iomogenizat.ion" and the main result is given in Section 5 . For a large class of homogenizable robustness problems described by ( f , X , Q), it is shown that their approxiniat#e feasibility counterparts are solvable via minimization of an appropriately constructed convex function a. This convex optimization problem is subsequently illustrated in Section 6 by re-visiting the motivating examples given in Section 2. Section 7 considers the conditions under which approximate feasibility is equivalent to robust feasibility. Finally, in Section 8, future research is discussed.
Three Motivating Examples

Example (Vertexization of Robust Quadratic
Stability): Consider the famous quadratic stability problem with uncertain parameter vector q E Q, uncertain n x n state space matrix e .-l(q) = --lo + Aiqi i = l being the affine linear coinbination of fixed matrices as indicated above and symmetric candidate Lyapunov mat.rix P = P ( z ) with entries xi E R viewed as the design variables. Then, the problem of robust quadratic stability is to select a design vector x E X = Rn such that P ( x ) > 0 and
it is well known (for example, see [l] ) that this strict fm.sibilit,y design problem for t is reducible to the vertices qi of Q. That is, the satisfaction of the Lyapunov inequality above. for all y E Q is equivalent to
. ., N . This result, .and an analogous result for a more general linear matrix inequality, is the basis for numerical solut.ion of the problem. That is, one considers a "large LMI" by stacking t.he individual vertex LMIs. However, since N = 2e, we see that the computational task can easily get out of hand. For example, with five states and ten uncertain parameters, the resulting LMI is of size greater than 5000 x 5000.
Example (Vertexization of Robust Least Squares):
Many robustness problems reduce to least squares problems. Indeed, with uncertain parameter vect,or q E Q , uncertain m x n inat,rix A(q), uncertain m x 1 vect,or b ( q ) and prespecified error tolerance 6 > 0, the robust least squares problem (for example, see [5] ) is to find a design vector x E X = R" such t,hat
for all q E Q. Let,ting to make a connection with the notation in this paper, the key observation to make is that if .4(q) and b ( q ) depend affine linearly on q , the left-hand side above is convex in q . This implies that this inequality is satisfied for all q E Q if and only if llA(q')x-b(qz))l12 5 d2 at each vertex q' of Q. Analogous to the case of the quadratic stability above, a computational scheme based on this vertesization may be impractical to carry out.
Example (Vertexization of Uncertain Linear Inequalities):
With q E Q , A-l(q) and b(q) as defined above, many robustness problems can be reduced to 1032 finding a robustly feasible solution for the set of uncertain linear inequalities. More specifically, with constraint set X being a polyhedron, the robust feasibility problem for linear inequalities is to find a design vec-
for all q E Q. Note that this problem is described in terms of the formulation in this paper by taking where vi denotes a unit vector in the i-th co-ordinate direction. Moreover, analogous to the robust least. squares problem above, it is readily shown that if .4(q) and b ( q ) depend affine linearly on y, the desired set, of linear inequalities is sahfied for all , q E Q if and only if A ( q * ) t 5 b ( q 2 ) at, each vertex q' of Q.
Approximate Feasibility
As indicated in the introduction, our approach to computational intractability problems involves softening the robustness formulation so as to allow an arbitrarily small volume E > 0 of performance violation in the space of uncertain parameters. We now formalize this idea.
Approximate Feasibility: We say that (f, S, Q)
is approxzmately feasible if the following condition holds:
Given any E > 0, there exists some
We call x E an +approximate solver. As indicated above, instead of guaranteeing satisfaction of f ( . c , y ) 5 0 for
all q E Q, we seek solution vectors .r with associated violataon set
having volume less than any arbitrarily small prespecified level E > 0. Analogous to the case of robustness, we say that (f, X , Q) is strzctly approxzmately feasible if there exists some (T > 0 such that the following condition holds: Given any E > 0, there exists some x ' E X such that
One of the main objectives of this paper is the problem of generating €-approximate solvers. being a coihnuous, possibly nonlinear, function and Q defined by IqI 5 r . By inspection, with X = R, ( f , X, Q) is st,rict,ly robustly feasible if and only if g ( q ) has one sign. In such a case, letting g* = minlqlsr Ig(q)l > 0, it follows that, feasible solutions x = zfeas are completely characterized by deos = -p g n y(0) with p > l/g*.
Approximate Feasibility Versus
By wa.y of contrast,, we now solve this same problem by considering the specializat,ion of theory to follow to the simple scalar problem a.t hand. To this end, we consider the function
in lieu of f ( x , q ) = l+eg(q). To motivatethe formalism to follow, we make three key observations: First, @(z) is a convex funct,ion of 2 . Second, in view of t.he simply derived inequality To complet,e this analysis, we illustrate the ideas above using the specific function g ( q ) = 1 + q with T < 1.
Then, via a straightforward integration, we obtain @(x) = (2e1+" sinh r .~) / x as the function to be minimized via L. It is apparent that a convex minimization of a(.) leads to an e-approximatesolver for any prescribed E > 0.
To illustrate, for a given E > 0, suppose zk + --x, is a sequence obtained via minimization of a(.). Then, it follows that an E-approximate solver has been found once zk decreases to the point that 0 0
For example, if r = 0.75 and c = 0.01r., we guarant,ec-. 
Approximate Feasibility Indicators and Homogenization
Motivated by the observations in the previous section, we first introduce the class of test functions which play the key role in establishing approximate feasibility of robustness problems.
Approximate Feasibility Indicator (AFI):
A cont.inuous function 4 : R + R is said to be an approximate feasibility indicator if it has the following properties:
1. $(C) 2 0 for all i E R; 2. $(<) < 1 if and only if C < 0; 3. $(<) + 0 as i + --ix,.
Remark: Note t,hat the definition above does not depend on ( f , X , Q ) .
However, as explained in Sect8ion 5.2, there are a number of reasons associated with numerical computation why it is advantageous to tailor the choice of approximate feasibility indicator 4(<) to the specification f(z, q ) .
Types of AFIs:
The first type of AFI was already introduced in Section 3.3; it has,the form $(C) = e<.
Indeed, Conditions 1-3 above hold, and this function is an AFI. Clearly, such modifications as 4(i) = ea< with Q > 0 also satisfy t,he definition above and can be used as AFIs. Various piecewise linear functions can also be taken as AFI. For instance, the second type of AFI is described by 0 for C 5 -p;
where p > 0 is an adjustable parameter.
Before stating the main result, we describe the class of homogenizable performance specification functions f ( z , q ) to which the theory applies. 
Homogenization
Example (LMI):
To illustrate the honiogenization concept, we consider the linear matrix inequality The n where F,(q), i = 0 , . . . , n, are known continuous symmetric matrix functions of q E Q. To assure negativedefiniteness above, we take For t,he homogenization of f ( x , q ) , we take k = 1 and i = l Note that for some special cases, no homogenization may be needed because f(x, q ) may already be homogeneous. For example, the quadratic stability problem (see Example 2.1), a special case of an LMI, corresponds to Fo(q) E 0 above. In this case, we can take f + ( 2 0 , w l ) = f ( . l Q ) . with k = 1 can be used. In Section 6.2, we see that other homogenizations are possible and obtain a socalled extended AFI which proves to be convenient for computation.
Example (Least Squares
)
. Main Result
In the theorem to follow, we use AFI d ( c ) with argument in the determination of approximate feasibility.
Theorem:
Gwen the contznuous homogenzzable performance speczficatzon functzon f ( 2 , q ) , X = R"
and an approxzmate feaszbzlzty zndzcator (6(.) , define c = f+ (zo,z, 9 ) q z o , .
and CP* = inf CP(zo,.r).
x o > o , x
Then the followzng holds:
(ii) CP* = 0 amplzes approxzmate feasabalzty of (f, A-, Q);
(iii) For any xo > 0 and x E R", Proof: To prove (i) it suffices to show that for any E > 0 there exist x: > 0 and x E E Rn such that CP(x5, z') < E .
Indeed, by strict robust feasibility there exists some x = x:feas E R" such that f(zfeas, q ) < 0 for all q E Q. Letting f + ( x o , z , q ) be the function obtained from f(z, q ) via the homogenizability assumption and in view of Condition 3 defining an approximate feasibility indicator 4, it follows that with y suitably large, z5 = y and x E = yxfeas, we have for all q E Q. It now follows that Q Q To prove (ii) and (iii), we fix arbitrary 20 > 0 and z E R". Using the definition of f'(ro, x , q ) and basic facts defining the AFI, we obtain
The proof of the theorem is complete.
Remarks:
The theorem above indicates that the approximate feasibility question can be recast as an optimization problem. In this regard, it is important to note that this optimization can often be accomplished via convex programming. Indeed, it can readily be shown that this is the case if f+(zo,z,q) is convex in ( z o ,~) , and 4((') is convex and monotonically increasing. Whereas the conditions in Theorem 5.1 for approximate feasibility do not depend on the choice of AFI 4, the behavior of a numerical algorithm is a different matter. This is particularly true for many cases when the integral above is not computable in closed form and Monte Carlo integration is used. In this regard, there is considerable incentive to tailor the AFI 4
in an appropriate manner to the specification f in order to obtain a closed form for the integral, thereby avoiding Monte Carlo simulation entirely.
Numerical Examples
In this section, we consider two numerical examples. In the first example, the function @(.CO, x) is computed using the standard Monte Carlo technique for approximate calculation of integrals. Namely,
. N where gJ = (g;, . . ., y: ) f Q , j = 1 , . . . , N , are samples for the uncertainty obtained via the uniform distribut.ion. In the second example, we see that it is sometimes possible to work with a function which might appropriately be called an extended AFI. Although such a function does not formally satisfy the requirements for being an AFI, we prove that it can nevertheless be used to obtain results which are identical in nature to those given in Theorem 5.1. To formulate using the notation in Sections 1-3, the optiniization variable . E E R6 is composed of the six distinct ent8ries of the symmetric positive-definite matrix P . Since this example involves nine uncertain parameters, the standard LMI technique requires solving an optimization problem described by an M x M matrix with M = 3 x 2' = 1536. Even such a moderate 3 x 3 problem pushes the limits of standard LMI solvers such as LMI Toolbox in MATLAB. Now, with r = 1, we demonstrate use of the method prescribed by Theorem 5.1; note that Vol(Q) = 512 in this case. We carried the convex minimization of @(z) with an exponential AFI d(C) = ec and using N = 400 samples for each integration. We obtain a* M 11.6107 and conclude that there is no common stabilizing P > 0 for the interval family (LMI is infeasible). This minimum value @* was achieved with the positive-definite matrix 
The Function a:
As discussed at the beginning of this section, we carry out the calculations for this example using a so-called extended AFI which is tailored to the structure at hand. To this end, we construct a function Q(z0, x) which majorizes the volume of &bad ($) and has the properties required in Theorem 5.1. Specifically, letting 7; denote a unit vector in the i-th co-ordinate direction, for z as above and xo > 0, we introduce the function 
From Ap roximate to Robust 8easibility
In this section, we address the issue of equivalence between approximate feasibility and robust feasibility. Although the admissible set X for the design vector is assumed compact in the theorem below, it is noted that the results to follow can be extended to problems for which the triple is (f, X , Q ) is compactzfiable. In such cases, there exists a compact set X, c R" such that approximate feasibility of ( f , X,, Q ) is equivalent to approximate feasibility of ( f , X, Q). Such an extension comes into play when f(x, q ) is homogeneous in x . The theorem below is readily established.
Theorem:
Assume X is compact. Thtn strict robust feaszbilzty of (f , X , Q ) and strict approximate feuszbzlzty of ( f , A-, Q ) are equzualent.
Future Research
In Section 6, the benefits of working with an extended -4FI were demonstrated. It is felt that further research along these lines is needed. A second area for future research involves extension of the theory to the nonhomogenizable case. Finally, as a third area of research, we point to the numerical issues with the Monte Carlo integration in view of convex minimization which need to be performed.
